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• What is / has been working :
  • Executive committee for setting priorities, solve conflicts and obtain resources
  • Scientific goals covering prototype + MXv1

• What is not / hasn't been working:
  • No longer any resources for the project manager to manage...
  • Lack of input from MX scientists
  • Does not cover the present situation:
    • Separate kernel
    • MXv2
    • Other developments...
Propositions:

- Separate EDNA kernel from EDNA MX, i.e. separate MoUs
  - EDNA kernel MoU:
    - Steering committee with member representing the EDNA MX steering committee
    - Development coordinator at each site
    - Global development coordinator
  - EDNA MX MoU:
    - Steering committee: existing EDNA executive committee
    - Project coordinator and liaison at each site
    - Global project coordinator(?)
    - Development coordinator at each site
    - Global development coordinator